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N.B. This is an updated version of the Share scheme that was approved at Synod which reflects the 
small changes, developments and clarifications from feedback that have occurred since it was 
published; these are:

• Mutual Support contribution changed from 10% to 20% so that Mutual Support Grants could be 
increased particularly for the less affluent parishes in our diocese. This change was agreed as an 
amendment at the June 2022 meeting of Diocesan Synod.

• A cap on the total Mutual Support Grant of 90% of the assessed costs, and a cap on the total of
City Churches Fund (CCF) Grant of 50% of the remaining amount. This change prevents any
parishes receiving negative parish share assessments, and affected three parishes.

• In the section outlining how future ministry training and curates costs are distributed (page 13) a 
change to the terminology from 'self supporting clergy' to 'self supporting clergy in a parish 
leadership role' to accurately describe the clergy types used in the formula.

• Pg 14 details how the Monthly Members figure is calculated and then averaged with the 2 previous 
years. The October Count figures (from the Statistics for Mission return) for the last 2 years are not 
available, as services were suspended due to Covid, so the most recent figures will be used as a 
proxy for the missing years in the calculation for 2023.

• Pg 18 outlines the costs associated with deployment of part time clergy. For transparancy, an
additional example has been added to explain the make-up of the SSM in Charge role.

https://chelmsford.anglican.org/parish-share-2023-examples
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Introduction 

In Autumn 2021 a diocesan wide consultation was launched in order to develop a new 

approach to parish share for 2023 and beyond.  

The aim of the consultation was to listen to leaders in parishes and worshipping 

communities in order to understand their frustrations with the current parish share scheme 

and their thoughts and ideas about how parish share can be improved for the future in 

order that we can better resource parish ministry across our diocese. In particular, there 

was hope that we might address some of the most significant concerns and frustrations 

about the current parish share scheme: 

- That the current scheme is overly complex, undermining the ability of church leaders 

to explain parish share and its importance to their church communities 

- That there are inconsistencies in the current scheme that have evolved over many 

years, that justifiably cause a perception of unfairness, undermining confidence and 

discouraging parish share contribution. 

- That the implications of the above have resulted in increased shortfall in parish share 

contributions, the consequence of which has contributed to a diocesan deficit, which 

has impacted parish ministry. 

From transaction to mutuality 

The most significant concern that the consultation attempted to address was that the 

transactional narrative that has been built around parish share in recent years has had an 

unintended consequence of undermining a sense of mutuality; that parish share had been 

presented as paying for the cost of ministry in your own parish, rather than contributing to 

support parish ministry across the Diocese of Chelmsford. 

Bishop Guli addressed the issue in a short video presentation that was played at the start of 

the online consultation meetings, in which she said: 

“As disciples of Jesus we are called to love and help one another. We see the mutual 

support that the early church demonstrated in Acts as churches sent money and 

people, and prayed for one another. They expressed their relationship towards each 

other in Christ through their mutual support, even when that support was costly. 

In Christ we can never be separated from one another. 

We are a single diocesan family formed of many parishes. Our diversity is our strength 

and our desire needs to be to see one another flourish in Christ. If we just pay for 

what we get, we’re not thinking of other parishes and we’re not living a life of mutual 

flourishing in Christ.  
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For parish ministry to flourish across the whole of our diocesan family, a greater 

number of parishes that can afford to pay more than the costs of their own parish 

ministry will need to help pay for ministry in less affluent parishes. We must love and 

support one another” 

The first part of this paper explains the scope and scale of the consultation and the key 

outcomes. 

The second part of the paper explains the new parish share scheme that has been designed 

based on those key outcomes. Whilst this is a detailed proposal for 2023, the hope and 

expectation is that this new approach to parish share will serve us well for the long term and 

that by keeping the approach under review, we can make minor adaptations to continually 

improve and develop the approach.  

The third part sets out the next steps. 

In the week beginning 6 June, we will publish some worked examples of the Parish Share 

scheme, setting out what a share assessment might look like for a deanery and parish. You 

will be able to view the examples by clicking here.   

Parishes or benefices? 

Please note, parish share is currently calculated for and contributed by benefices rather 

than parishes. However, because the majority of parishes are in a single parish benefice, and 

because people are familiar with the term ‘parish’, we use the term ‘parish’ throughout this 

document when talking about calculating and contributing parish share. In doing so we 

mean parish, multi-parish benefice or any other share contributing unit.  

https://chelmsford.anglican.org/parish-share-2023-examples
https://chelmsford.anglican.org/parish-share-2023-examples
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Part 1 – Diocesan consultation and key outcomes 

There were three phases to the Diocesan Consultation: 

• Phase 1 – with church leaders across the Diocese to develop a direction of travel

• Phase 2 – meetings with Diocesan Synod (at the February meeting of Diocesan

Synod), Area Deans, Deanery Treasurers and Lay Chairs to begin to develop a

detailed approach

• Phase 3 – a survey for Diocesan Synod members, Area Deans, Deanery Treasurers

and Lay Chairs to answer some of the key questions of detail in order to design the

final proposal.

Phase 1 

The full report from the phase 1 consultation can be read here. 

• In September 2021 all clergy in parish posts, Churchwardens, PCC Secretaries, PCC

Treasurers, Area Deans, Lay Chairs, Deanery Treasurers, MMU Leaders, Parish

Administrators and Members of Diocesan Synod, were invited to a series of six Zoom

consultation meetings taking place during October and November 2021.

• 522 people participated in the consultation meetings from 299 parishes across the Diocese.

63% of parishes were represented at the meetings and there was a minimum of 7

representatives from every deanery.

• At the end of the consultation meetings, the 522 participants were invited to take part in an

online follow up survey. 300 of the 522 participants completed that survey.

• When the consultation meetings were complete, an email was sent to leaders in the 172

parishes who had not participated, providing them with a further opportunity to participate

via online survey, email or in writing. That invitation was sent to all relevant clergy in parish

posts, Churchwardens, PCC Secretaries, PCC Treasurers and Parish Administrators. A further

25 people participated in the consultation at that point (14 were from parishes that had

already contributed).

https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/uploads-new/pages/REPORT_Parish_Share_Consultation_Summary_and_Direction_of_Travel_FINAL.pdf
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• In total representatives from 310 of our 471 (66%) parishes participated in the consultation.

This figure needs to be read with the caveat that some participants did not identify their

parish in a way that could be matched with our data e.g. some provided the name of their

town or city. Others may have represented more than one parish but only identified a single

parish on their registration form. It is therefore likely that the proportion of parishes

represented was higher than 66%

• Throughout the consultation, parishes were invited to let us know if they would be unable to

participate through the Zoom meetings or online consultation so that we could find an

alternative way for them to engage offline. This message was conveyed in the original

invitation letter on 29 September, in articles about the consultation in The View and in an

email to all those parishes who did not participate in the consultation meetings.

Phase 1 identified three key values to underpin our direction of travel: 

• Mutuality – One of the key questions we sought to answer throughout the consultation

focused on whether parish share should be a payment for the costs of ministry in your own

parish or a contribution towards the overall costs of parish ministry across the whole

diocese. The answer to this question has significant implications for how parish share is

calculated. In other words, is it right for more affluent parishes to contribute more to fund

ministry in less affluent parishes? Mutuality was backed by a large majority of participants,

and this gave us a clear direction of travel that is reflected in the scheme design.

• Local agency - Some suggested that by devolving parish share decisions to a more local level

e.g. deaneries, parishes would be able to recognise local challenges and opportunities that

the diocesan office would not be aware of. Others were concerned that such arrangements

might undermine relationships at a local level. Both these factors have been taken into

account in the hybrid approach we have developed (see page 10), most notably that where

there is any disagreement at a local level, parishes can remove themselves from local

discussions and contribute according to an assessment given by the diocesan office.

Participants were polled on different approaches during Zoom meetings and in the phase 1

survey and the hybrid approach was the most popular by some margin.

• Transparency and continued focus on supporting local parish ministry.  Across the Church

of England and in Chelmsford Diocese, it is clear that many who contribute to their parish

church are not aware of the extent to which parish share is used to resource local parish

ministry. This is a significant barrier in encouraging generosity, and this was a concern that

was raised throughout this phase of the consultation. In developing a parish share scheme, it

is clear that the approach must be straightforward enough to be communicated well, that

there must be transparency in how parish share is calculated and spent so that church
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leaders can reassure those who give, that they are making an essential contribution to local 

parish ministry in their own parish and across the wider diocese. 

The first phase of the consultation also gave a clear steer that parochial fees should be added in full 

to the Mutual Support Fund, to support ministry in parishes across the diocese, rather than 50% 

being returned to individual parishes as happens currently.  

Phases 2 & 3 

With a clear direction of travel set by parish representatives during the first phase, members of 

Diocesan Synod, Area Deans, Deanery Treasurers and Lay Chairs were invited to participate in the 

second and third phases in order to develop a detailed parish share proposal: 

• There were two sessions for Area Deans at the diocesan retreat house (8 February) and

Chelmsford Cathedral chapter house (16 February) at which a hybrid model was presented

and participants took the opportunity to share ideas and suggestions.

• A similar session was held on Zoom with Deanery Treasurers and Lay Chairs on 28 February

• A discussion was held at Diocesan Synod on 26 February.

• Following these meetings, these groups were invited to participate in an online survey to

answer questions which have helped developed the detail of this proposal. 56 participants

completed the survey. 34 were Diocesan Synod members and 25 were representatives from

deaneries (NB these are not mutually exclusive categories).

The survey results can be viewed here.  

The key outcomes from phases 2 & 3 were: 

Mutuality 

• Participants were asked about the data that should be used to determine which parishes

should receive most by way of contributions from the Mutual Support Fund.  Low income

communities data ranked highest, followed by average earnings of the local population. 68%

of participants ranked low income communities data as their first preference.

• There was support for maintaining the current levels of distribution between the most

affluent and least affluent parishes via the mechanism of the Mutual Support Fund. 67% of

participants said that the current levels of distribution were about right.

• To encourage an ethos of mutuality, 91% of participants were in favour of all parishes being

asked to contribute a portion of their Costs of Ministry to the mutual support fund, with

those parishes most in need receiving a larger contribution than they have given.

• 72% of participants were in favour of a portion of the Mutual Support Fund being allocated

directly to deaneries so that each deanery can use this across parochial boundaries, rather

than the whole Mutual Support Fund being allocated to individual parishes.

• 80% of participants agreed that if a deanery decides that it has more resource than it needs

and wants to contribute to others in the Diocese, then it should be able to contribute money

https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/uploads-new/pages/Parish_Share_Consultation_for_Diocesan_Synod_and_Deanery_Representatives.pdf
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to the diocesan Mutual Support Fund. A minority of participants suggested other 

mechanisms should be open to deaneries for this purpose.  

The parish share formula 

• A majority of participants supported using the same data as the current scheme to calculate

the different components of the parish share formula. I.e. contributions to future ministry

costs should be based on current ministry provision in a parish and contributions to services

to parishes and other costs should be based on attendance figures.

Supporting Deaneries in implementing a Hybrid approach (see page 10 for a description of the 

hybrid approach) 

• A majority of participants were in favour of all the suggested options to support deaneries in

implementing the new scheme, namely:

o statistical and financial information to aid discussions,

o model guidelines to support bringing parishes together for discussions

o external facilitation where requested.

• 86% of participants were in favour of a simple safeguard to ensure parishes are not

pressured into paying more than they want to, rather than an excessively bureaucratic

process and set of instructions about how deaneries should reach decisions. The simple

safeguard is that where a parish agrees to contribute more than the suggested contribution

provided by the diocesan office, the Incumbent or Churchwarden will confirm in writing that

the PCC has agreed to this.

• 61% of participants were in support of parishes in MMUs holding discussions as individual

parishes within the wider deanery as opposed to parishes in financially connected MMUs

continuing to make agreements outside the deanery structure. This is not to say that MMUs

cannot continue to hold discussions between themselves about how they work together

financially and in other ways and where this is working well it is important that it continues.

However, it is also important that MMUs work closely with others in their wider deanery.

Similarly where there are multi parish benefices, or benefices held in plurality, conversations

within those benefices will continue to be helpful ahead of wider discussions in the deanery.

• The largest number of participants suggested that where parishes do not make their parish

share contribution in full, the matter should be raised with the deanery to consider how this

might be addressed with support from other parishes the deanery.

The direction of travel from phase 1 and the responses to more detailed questions in phases 2 and 3 

have been used to develop the proposal that is set out in Part 2 of this document.  
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Part 2 – Proposal 

The Hybrid Approach - summary 

August 2022
- Deanery share contribution 
calculations and explanatory 
guidelines sent to deaneries and 
parishes by the Diocesan Office

-Included with the deanery calculation 
is a suggested breakdown of 
contributions by individual parish. The 
deanery assessment will be the sum of 
the individual parish contributions.

August - October 2022

- Parishes in deaneries meet to discuss
whether they wish to reapportion the 
suggested contributions to find a different 
way to meet the deanery share requested.

- Parishes may opt out of these 
discussions at any stage and simply 
contribute the amount suggested by the 
Diocesan Office.

- Where a parish offers to contribute more 
than the Diocesan Office has suggested, 
their PCC agree they are happy to do this 
and an incumbent or churchwarden signs 
a form for the Area Dean 

November 2022
- The Area Dean confirms individual 
parish share contributions for their 
constituent parishes to the Diocesan 
Office

- Where a parish has agreed to 
contribute more than has been 
suggested by the diocesan office, they 
also return written confirmation from 
the relevant Incumbent or 
Churchwarden.

- The Diocesan Office sets up payment 
arrangements with parishes for their 
2023 parish share contributions.
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A Hybrid approach explained 

A Hybrid approach was the most popular during the consultation. This approach brings 

together the benefits of a formula based approach in which the Diocesan Office sets the 

share contribution for each parish and an approach where contributions are decided locally. 

In the hybrid approach, the Diocesan Office calculates a suggested contribution for each 

parish and then parishes within each deanery can meet to agree changes to the suggested 

parish contributions. The total amount contributed across each deanery will need to equal 

the suggested parish level contributions in that deanery. So if one parish agrees they will 

contribute more, another may contribute less. This approach allows for local agency and 

flexibility but mitigates against the total share offered by parishes across the Diocese falling 

short of the funds needed to resource and support local parish ministry 

However, concerns were expressed that some parishes could be pressured into contributing 

more than the Diocesan Office suggests. To gain the benefits of local agency, whilst 

safeguarding individual parishes from being pressured, or local relationships from coming 

under pressure, the following process has been developed. 

1) The Diocesan Office will calculate a deanery level assessment with a suggested parish

share contribution for each parish using the new parish share formula. See pages 12 to 16 

for details of the proposed formula. 

2) In August 2022, the Diocesan Office will send each parish details of the total deanery

contribution including the suggested parish level breakdown, along with supporting 

guidance and information. 

3) Between August and October, Area Deans will invite PCCs to send representatives to

deanery discussions about whether the parishes in their deanery wish to make changes to 

the individual suggested contributions for each parish. In doing so, they will need to ensure 

that the total contribution from the Deanery matches the amount requested from the 

Diocesan Office. So if one parish wishes to contribute more, another parish may contribute 

less and the requested deanery contribution will still be met. This is an opportunity for 

parishes to support each other where there is a need or desire to do so, for example to 

address factors which are not reflected in the formula.  

4) Each deanery will also be given a small portion of the contributions made to the mutual

support fund as a Deanery Mission Opportunity Fund. Parishes that are involved in the 

discussion can decide how to allocate the fund within the Deanery in order to support 

missional work across parish boundaries.  

5) Any parish that does not wish to take part in deanery discussions is not obliged to do so

and can simply contribute the amount that has been suggested by the diocesan office. If at 

any point during discussions, a parish wants to withdraw, they can do so. Where this 
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happens, parishes that remain in discussions can continue to discuss how they will 

collectively contribute the amount requested from the Deanery, excluding the amount of 

any parish that has withdrawn from discussions. 

6) Where a parish agrees to contribute more than has been suggested by the Diocesan

Office, their PCC must also agree to this increased amount. Area Deans will be given a form 

which either the Incumbent or a churchwarden of the Parish concerned will be asked to sign 

to confirm that the Parish is happy with the arrangement. This safeguard is intended to 

protect parishes from being pressured to contribute more than has been suggested by the 

diocesan office.  

7) With the safeguards set out in point 5 and 6 (above) in place, the process that deaneries

follow to agree individual parish contributions will not be overly prescriptive or 

bureaucratic, providing deaneries with the flexibility to make this approach work for their 

own context. This means there will be no prescription as to who should be in deanery 

meetings or when and how deaneries should meet. 

8) If a parish feels they have been treated unfairly in discussions they should firstly seek

resolution with the Area Dean & Lay Chair. If that's not possible then the Parish, Area Dean 

and Lay Chair may together ask for support from the Archdeacon who may then require the 

Deanery to return to further discussions. 

9) In November, once discussions are complete, the Area Dean will notify the diocesan

office of the parish share contributions for each individual parish in the deanery, including 

those that have not participated in discussions and are contributing the amount suggested 

by the Diocesan Office. Where a parish is contributing more than has been suggested by the 

Diocesan Office, they will also forward the signed form from the incumbent or 

churchwarden of that parish to confirm this is the case. This will be done via a form 

provided to Area Deans to assist with this process.  

10) On receipt of the form from the Area Dean, the Diocesan Office will contact parishes to

perform any administration such as setting up payment arrangements with parishes for the 

collection of 2023 parish share. 
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The new parish share formula 

The following formula will be used to calculate the suggested contributions for individual parishes. These suggested contributions will then be 

used to calculate the total contribution requested from each deanery.  

Your suggested parish share contribution =

Parish Ministry 

Your contribution to 

parish ministry costs 

across the diocese 

Contributes to: 

• Funding parish

ministers (clergy & lay

ministers housing,

training and stipends

• Training future

ministers (housing and

stipends)

Based on: 

• Current ministry

provision in your

parish

Parish Support 

Your contribution to 

supporting parishes 

across the diocese 

Contributes to: 

• Services to parishes

• Services from

national church

• Other diocesan

costs

Based on: 

• Average church

attendance in your

parish over the last

3 years

Contribution to 

Mutual Support 

Your contribution to 

the Mutual Support 

Fund 

Contributes to: 

• Mutually

supporting

parishes in less

affluent areas

Based on: 

• 20% of the Parish

Ministry and

Parish Support

contributions

Contribution from 

Mutual Support 

Your contribution from 

the Mutual Support 

Fund 

Based on: 

• Low income

communities data for

each parish, so that

areas of higher

economic deprivation

receive higher

support

• Geographical area, so

that longer travel

distances are

reflected in higher

support
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The proposed parish share formula explained 

This section breaks down the different components of the suggested contribution each 

parish is asked to make and explains how it is calculated.  

Parish Ministry  

• This part of the contribution covers 82% of the total parish share contribution (based

on 2022 figures) and helps to pay for the stipends, national insurance, pension,

council tax, water rates, insurance, housing management costs, DBS checks, and

training costs for our clergy and licensed lay ministers, including our curates and

ordinands.

• This part of the contribution is referred to as A and B1 in the current share scheme,

but has been brought together into a single category to simplify and make it easier

to explain.

• Based on feedback from the third phase of the consultation, the data used to

determine suggested individual parish contributions to Parish Ministry will be based

on current ministry provision in your parish.

• The calculation used to determine how much each parish contributes is as follows:

o Stipendiary Clergy: Costs of stipends, National Insurance and clergy pension for

stipendiary parish clergy* across the whole diocese is divided by the number of

stipendiary parish clergy* in the Diocese, and multiplied by the number in that

Parish**

o Housing: Costs of housing maintenance, insurance, council tax and water rates for

parish clergy* housing for the whole diocese is divided by the number of parish

clergy* houses in the Diocese and multiplied by the number used to house

stipendiary and house for duty parish clergy* in that Parish**.

o DBS checks and in-service training: Costs of DBS checks and in-service training for all

parish clergy* and licensed lay ministers for the whole diocese is divided by the

number of parish clergy* and licensed lay ministers in the Diocese, and multiplied by

the number in that Parish**.  (For this purpose clergy includes self-supporting clergy

as well as stipendiary and house for duty clergy.)

o Curates, ordinands: costs of stipendiary and non-stipendiary curates (including

housing) and costs of training for ordinands and curates are summed across the

whole diocese.  The total cost is divided by the number of clergy serving in the

whole diocese, and multiplied by the number serving in that Parish** (For this

purpose clergy includes self supporting clergy in a formal parish leadership role
(SSM in Charge) as well as stipendiary and house for duty clergy.)

* Excluding curates. See curates and ordinands bullet point.

** A reminder that in using the term ‘parish’ in this context we may also mean benefice or other share 

contributing unit.  
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Parish Support  

This part of the contribution helps to pay for the following: 

• Services to parishes (totalling 11% of the total contribution based on the 2022 share

scheme). This includes: area teams’ staff and expenses, Archdeacons and their

support staff, housing and building costs for our Area Bishops and Archdeacons,

parish legal, Registry and church building services, church schools, children and

youth work, the DAC, parish finance support, safeguarding services to parishes,

diocesan and bishops advisors, chaplaincy and partnerships.

• Other costs (totalling 4.2% of total contribution based on the 2022 share scheme).

This includes: professional fees (e.g. audit and legal fees), communications, finance

and governance costs, contingency funds.

• Contribution to the national church (3.1% of total contribution based on the 2022

share scheme)

• This part of the contribution is currently referred to as B2 and B3, but has been

brought together into a single category to simplify and make it easier to explain.

• Based on feedback from the third phase of the consultation, the data used to

determine suggested individual parish contributions to the Parish Support

Contribution is the same as we currently use. Suggested contributions will be based

on attendance in the Parish last year.

• The calculation used to determine the suggested contribution for each parish is as

follows:

o Total costs of Parish Support across the Diocese are added together. The total

cost is divided by the Monthly Members across the whole diocese, and

multiplied by the Monthly Members for that parish*.

o Monthly Members is a blended metric including usual Sunday attendance,

weekday attendance and electoral roll which is averaged over three years for

each parish.  The calculation of attendance will remain the same as the

current share scheme, but without the cap for large congregations. This

reflects the fact that parishes with large congregations shouldn’t be

subsidised by parishes with smaller congregations.

* A reminder that in using the term ‘parish’ in this context we may also mean benefice or other share

contributing unit. 
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The Mutual Support Fund 

• Reflecting the outcome of the survey of Diocesan Synod members and Deanery

Representatives, each suggested parish contribution will include a contribution to

the Mutual Support Fund of 20% of Parish Ministry and Parish Support contributions.

• The contributions will be added to funding available from national church, diocesan

investments, Trust for London City Churches Fund, vacancy cost savings and

parochial fees.

• The Mutual Support Fund will then be distributed to each parish (as a reduction in

share amount requested) on the following basis:

o Economic deprivation: 80% of the fund will be distributed based on economic

deprivation. The Index of Multiple Deprivation for each parish is used. A low

IMD value represents a parish in an area of relative economic deprivation.

(This data is provided by national church, click here to read a definition)

Based on feedback from the third phase of the consultation, no population

weighting is applied. (This is a change to the previous share scheme.)  The

IMD value for each parish is compared to the distribution of IMD values for

all parishes in the Diocese, and the distance between this parish and the

highest five (i.e. least deprived) parishes in the Diocese is calculated

(measured in number of standard deviations). The proportion of grant

allocated to each parish is calculated by dividing the IMD difference for that

Parish by the total for the whole diocese and multiplying by the amount of

grant available. The parishes with the highest five IMD values receive no

grant.

o Geographic spread:  20% of the fund will be distributed based on the

geographical area of parishes.  The square root of the geographical area of

the Parish is calculated, as a way to represent the longer travel distances

required for ministry in large rural parishes. The distance for each parish is

compared to the smallest parish in the Diocese, to give a representation of

the additional travel in this parish.  The proportion of grant allocated to each

parish is calculated by dividing the additional travel figure for that Parish by

the total for the whole diocese and multiplying by the amount of grant

available.

o The more economically deprived the community, the higher the contribution

from the mutual support fund. The larger the geographical area of the parish,

the higher the contribution from the mutual support fund.  Most parishes can

expect to receive more from the mutual support fund than they contribute

towards it.  Parishes in communities of relative deprivation, or those which

cover larger geographical areas, will receive more support than others.

https://www.churchofengland.org/about/research-and-statistics/resources-publications-and-data#na
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o Parishes in the five London Boroughs will continue to benefit from the

Churches and Communities Fund (CCF). In 2023, a large portion of this fund

will be used to provide an additional discount to the share request for the

relevant Deaneries. This will be distributed using the Low Income

Communities Deprivation Index. This approach will be reviewed in future

years to consider relative fairness with other economically deprived areas

across the Diocese.

• Based on the outcome of phase 3 of the consultation, the overall effect of the

Mutual Support Fund will be to redistribute funds to a similar extent to the current

scheme. For example, this means that a parish with a single member of stipendiary

clergy in an area with the lowest income in their community and largest geographical

area might receive a suggested parish share contribution of £23,000 where the

average ask is £68,000. At the same time, a parish at the other end of the spectrum

might receive a suggested contribution of £113,000. Please note this example is

merely for illustrative purposes. Actual calculations will be affected by the number of

clergy and lay ministers in a parish, whether those ministers are provided with a

stipend and/or housing, the average attendance of the Parish, and the economic

deprivation and geographical spread for the Parish.  It is unlikely that any parish will

exactly reflect the average!

• The amount of share contributed by each parish can be agreed within the deanery

conversations and need not be the amount suggested by the formula provided the

deanery contribution is met in full. Deanery share amounts will be the sum of the

parish share amounts within that Deanery.

• Some of the mutual support fund will be reserved to create a Deanery Mission

Opportunities Fund.  An average of £20,000 per deanery per year has been included

in the budget. For deaneries within the 5 London Boroughs our budget assumes this

money comes from the London over the Border funds.

• Parishes will agree how to use this money to fund missional growth in their

deaneries. Requests to the Mission Opportunity fund will be managed outside the

share process. Further details about the process will be published in due course.

• If a deanery decides that it would like to make a contribution to parish ministry in

another part of the Diocese, they will be able to make an additional contribution to

the diocesan Mutual Support Fund.

Ending anomalies and individual agreements 

The formula above will be applied uniformly across the Diocese. It is important that the 

anomalies and individual agreements some parishes have negotiated in recent years, which 

have had the unintended consequence of generating a sense of unfairness and a lack of 

transparency about how parish share is calculated and implemented, are brought to an end. 
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Where there are exceptional needs in a parish, the hope is that the hybrid approach will 

allow parishes in a deanery to mutually support each other to address such needs.  This 

support might be financial, by agreeing a different allocation of deanery share amongst 

parishes, or practical, by supporting mission and ministry by sharing clergy and lay ministers 

across parish boundaries within the Deanery. 

Fee credits 

Based on the outcome of the first phase of the consultation, 100% of the diocesan fee 

income will be added to the mutual support fund and distributed to parishes across the 

Diocese through the Mutual Support Fund formula, rather than returning 50% to the Parish, 

as in the current scheme. 

Vacancy credits 

Vacancy credits have not been paid to parishes in vacancy since a Synod decision was taken 

to cease doing so in 2020. Instead, where savings arise because of vacancies in post these 

are returned to all parishes through increasing the mutual support fund.  

In year changes 

Where there is an in year change in ministry provision in a parish, the parish share and 

deanery share calculations can be updated to reflect this.  Once the change in ministry 

provision has been agreed by the PCC, the Area Dean and the Archdeacon and confirmed in 

writing, the share calculations will be amended, and the relevant deanery and parish 

contacted to confirm the change.  

Within a year, the change will only apply to the element of the Parish Ministry Contribution 

that relates to current clergy provision in the parish (the component referred to as ‘A’ in the 

current scheme, which is the most significant element of the contribution). A proportional 

change will also be applied to the contribution received from the Mutual Support Fund.   

Changes will be applied for whole months, as soon as reasonably practical following the 

written confirmation. 

In year changes will not apply to Parish Support Contributions, nor to the element of Parish 

Ministry Contribution which relates to future ministry provision (referred to as B1 in the 

current scheme). This is because a reduction for one parish would necessitate an increase 

for all other parishes to share the costs we are jointly committed to. 
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Part time clergy 

Under the current scheme the costs associated with deploying a part time stipendiary 

member of clergy are calculated at the part time proportion of the costs of a full-time 

member of stipendiary clergy. This does not reflect true costs. For example, a stipendiary 

clergy person receiving half a stipend might incur costs equivalent to 50% of stipend costs 

plus 100% housing and associated costs.  

Under the new scheme, the costs of stipend and the costs of housing will be separately 

calculated. This means that: 

• one full time stipendiary post will be allocated the costs of 100% stipend plus 

100% house and 100% of a unit cost for Future Ministry & Curates (PM3).

•

•

• Two parishes* sharing one full time stipendiary post will each be allocated the costs 
of 50% stipend plus 50% houseand 50% of a unit cost for PM3. 

• Clergy couples sharing a house will be each be allocated the costs of their own 
stipend plus 50% house (or 0% house where housing is provided by the Church 
Commissioners) and 100% of a unit cost for PM3.

Review and development beyond 2023 

Whilst this paper contains a proposal for 2023, the intention and hope is that this new 

approach will serve us for several years. In order for this to be successful it is important that 

the scheme is reviewed annually by Diocesan Synod and that changes are applied where 

helpful. 

We will also consult more widely using online surveys or similar mechanisms. 

There are also suggestions and ideas that came through the consultation, that whilst not 

practical to implement in the 2023 scheme may be added to future years, including the use 

of additional data to make decisions about which parishes should receive most by way of 

contribution from the Mutual Support Fund.  

Supporting deaneries and parishes in implementation 

Supporting deaneries and parishes in the implementation of the new scheme will be crucial 

to its success.  

a half stipend post will be allocated  50% stipend plus 100% house and 100% of a 
unit cost for PM3.
 a House for Duty post will be allocated 0% stipend plus 100% house and 100% of a 
unit cost for PM3. 
an SSM in Charge will be allocated the costs 0% stipend plus 0% house and 100% of a 
unit cost for PM3. 

•
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To support Area Deans, Lay Chairs and Deanery Treasurers in holding and hosting deanery 

discussions, there will be: 

- Guidance documents on hosting and holding discussions 

- An option to request facilitation support, usually beginning with a conversation with 

their archdeacon 

- The following data on request: 

o Monthly members

o Population

o Index of Multiple Deprivation rank

o Number of clergy and their stipend and housing arrangements

o Number of Lay Licensed Ministers

o Parish level statistical attendance and finance information collected for

national church

To support parishes as they communicate about the new scheme in their own church 

communities there will be: 

- A booklet explaining: 

o The context for the new scheme, including the consultation and underpinning

values

o How parish share is used to fund local parish ministry

o How the new scheme works

o Guidance to support deaneries and parishes

- A flyer promoting the new parish share scheme, its underpinning values, how it 

works and how it is essential in funding local parish mission and ministry. This flyer 

will be free to order for parishes so that they can communicate about parish share 

with their worshipping communities. 

- A web page hosting the above, as well as other resources and videos to help parishes 

communicate with their communities about funding and stewardship. The web 

pages will be promoted via the booklet and flyer (above) and via the Diocesan 

website home page, social media channels and The View. 
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Part 3 – Next steps 

Upon the approval of this proposal by Diocesan Synod, the following action plan will be 

implemented: 

Timing Action 

August 2022 Parishes and deanery representatives sent parish share 2023 pack 
which will include: 

- Total deanery contribution 
- Suggested parish contribution 
- Booklet containing explanation and guidance  
- Form for Area Deans to notify diocesan office of parish share 

breakdown  
- Form for incumbents or churchwardens to sign in parishes 

where the PCC has agreed to contribute more than the amount 
suggested by the diocesan office 

- Instructions on how to order parish flyers to help 
communication with church communities 

August – 
October 
2022 

- Deanery discussions take place 
- On completion Area Deans send diocesan office a form setting 

out parish contributions and forms signed by incumbents or 
churchwardens in parishes where their PCC has agreed to 
contribute more than suggested by the diocesan office.  

November 
2022 

- Payment arrangements set up for 2023 parish share. 




